Want to know more about School Safety and Security?

Join the discussion about School Safety & Security and hear from CCSD Leadership

**CCSD Chief of Staff, Chris Smith**
and

**CCSD Director of Safety & Security, Ian Lopez**

- What has been changing/implemented in CCSD this past year
- Viewpoints from the District regarding both student and school safety
- Claire Davis School Safety Act – funding sources
- Safe2Tell – increase in use and resource demands

**Wednesday - September 25, 2019**
**12:00 – 1:30pm**

**Educational Services Center**
4700 S. Yosemite Street, Greenwood Village 80111
Conference Room 210

Unable to get to our offices? Then dial in remotely to our conference bridge:

720.554.5990
Meeting number: 44315#
Guest PIN: 44315#